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AIRCRAFT "TAXIES" 50 MILES ON THE SEA

After landing on the sea in the moonlight to pick up a Canadian Sgt* Pilot,

•who had been eight days in his dinghy, the pilot of an Air/Sea Rescue Walrus found

that he could not takes off again.

Steering a rough compass course, he taxied his aircraft 50 miles hack to shore,

a laborious and difficult journey which lasted five hours, and the rescued pilot

is now recovering in a hospital in the south-west.

As dusk was falling, an Air/Sea Rescue Anson sighted the dinghy and within an

hour the pilot had been found, A Walrus amphibian flown by a London solicitor,

who had a Birmingham observer with him left for the position indicated.

Let the solicit or pilots own report continue the story;-

"We took off just before dusk from our base in the south west*" he said*

"As we drew near the spot where the dinghy had been reported we saw Beaufighters

circling* They dropped flares so that I could spot the dinghy, and although it was

now half dusk and half moonlight I was able to put the Walrus down quite near it.

"We get the Sgt. Pilot aboard without much difficulty, but when I tried to take

off I found that the engines would not give sufficient power to get us airborne.

Later we found that this was due to a fractured cylinder.

"Over the radio telephone we told* the circling Beaufighters that we couldn’t

get off, so would try taxying back to the shore. We began what proved to be

rather a tedious 50 miles journey.

"I very soon found that if I taxied too fast we shipped water, whereas if I

went too slowly X couldn’t keep on my course because there wasn’t enough slipstream
to affect the tail unit.

"However, I somehow managed to strike a happy medium and we got along pretty

well, though one very nasty moment was when a heavy sea partly broke our tail.

"We had begun our 50 miles "taxi" at 10 o’clock. At three o’clock next morning
we sighted land, but I was not certain where it was. We taxied as near as we could

and then fired several very lights which showed me a nice sandy beach, so I put my

wheels down and drove ashore.

"As I didn’t know whether we were on a mined beach or not I stopped at the edge
of the water until help came from someone who knew the spot.

"Actually, the Walrus had been taxied on to a beach on the South Cornwall coast,"

The 37 years-old London solicitor who brought off this rescue had picked up
three other airmen from the sea two days before.

He learnt to fly in peace time at week-ends. Too old for operations, he spent

many months in Training Command before joining his present Air/Sea Rescue Squadron,

and now he has over 1,500 hours in his log book. His 25-years-old Birmingham observer,
who is a ’’regular”, won the D.F.M, before the war on the North-West Frontier of India*

The Air/Sca Rescue Squadron of which they are members has rescued 20 airmen from
the sea in the last four days


